
Hey guys!  I want to start things off with a correction to last week’s lesson.  I put in a quote and 
said that the philosopher who said it was named Oliver Stone.  Thing is, his name is actually 
Oliver Thorn.  I don’t know how I got the name wrong, as I love his work and regularly listen to it, 
and Oliver Stone is a famous director, not a philosopher, but there it is.  It’s been bugging me all 
week.  So, with that out of the way, let’s get to it!  We’re going to dovetail a bit off of last week’s 
lesson for the next few weeks, meaning that we’re going to talk a little more about how 
Foucault’s philosophy ties into situations both past and present.  So let’s get going, shall we? 
 
As we discussed last week, there is a bit of a problem with our justice system, one that has 
been under scrutiny for a long time and has finally had its’ rotten underbelly loudly exposed to 
the public - the fact that, instead of providing a just application of the law to all, it instead acts 
more as a tool to enhance and ensure the power of the ruling class, whether that be a royal 
family, a wealthy business or land owner, a politician, or anyone who wields a disproportionately 
large amount of power (since we live in a largely market-based capitalist system, money 
translates pretty directly to power).  Policing reflects this, of course, and is a way to either 
directly or indirectly reinforce this power dynamic.  A pretty easy way to see this in action is the 
distribution of the police force in a given city - the richer, more affluent, more predominantly 
white areas of a city typically don’t see a lot of routine patrols, whereas the poorer areas of 
town, especially those that are predominantly populated with people of color, receive the lion’s 
share of patrols.  “That makes sense,” you might say, “These areas have more crime, so of 
course the police will be there more often.”  And, on the surface, that seems perfectly 
reasonable and rational, but we’re not here to just get a surface-level reading on things.  That 
thought process indicates that poor people and people of color are more likely to be criminals 
than others, which I hope you can recognize as being a….problematic view of things.  It’s 
actually a view that goes back hundreds of years and still permeates a lot of how society views 
people (how often do you see a black person in a movie/tv show portrayed as a thug or a poor 
person portrayed as uneducated and/or a criminal?).  It’s such the status quo that you probably 
don’t realize just how much of your worldview has been influenced by it, it’s quite devious.  I’m 
not saying that there is no crime in these areas and that the police just need to stay away at all 
times, I’m just saying that, perhaps it’s more a case of the ruling class letting these people know 
who is in charge and that they have their eye on them.  
 
When it comes to crime, I’d say that the more powerful among us are the most egregious 
criminals out there.  I mean, was it the poor who accelerated climate change with their factories 
and environmental destruction?  Was it the people of color who tanked the economy multiple 
times by trying global “get richer quicker” schemes, playing with stocks and people’s retirement 
funds without caring who got hurt (as long as it wasn’t them)?  Who has the money to funnel 
into politics in order to pass legislation that benefits them to the detriment of many?  These 
things have cost people around the world millions of dollars, damaged our planet, and have 
even cost people their lives when they found they couldn’t afford a surgical procedure or their 
medication.  Compared to that, a gas station robbery or selling drugs in an alleyway seems like 
small potatoes.  Even then, there’s an argument to be made that, in a society that seems to 
measure the worth of a person on how much money and material possessions they have, 



people are made desperate to feel valued or to even have money for food and other 
necessities, and may end up taking desperate measures to achieve these ends when they don’t 
feel like they are given any other real options.  That, however, is an argument for another day. 
So, if we’re going to say that policing should be most heavily concentrated on where the largest 
amount of crime occurs, shouldn’t many executives, bankers, politicians, and businessmen be 
under constant police scrutiny?  Spoiler alert - they’re not.  The police are, instead, seemingly 
sent to pacify those with less power, almost like they’re being kept “in line” in order to keep the 
status quo moving along as smoothly as possible.  
 
Now, let me clarify - I’m not trying to declare anything in this lesson as solid fact, this is all based 
on my own, as well as many others’, observations, as well as the work of Foucault.  This could 
all be totally wrong and everything is as innocent and just as it’s presented (though I doubt it). 
The purpose of these lessons isn’t to get you guys to think the way I think nor take everything I 
say as immutable fact, just to get you guys thinking.  There’s always more than one way to view 
a situation, and many times the truth of the matter is a combination of many perspectives.  I 
mean, you may read everything I typed up here and completely disagree with everything I’ve put 
forth today, and as long as you took the time to read it and think about it, that’s just fine.  When 
you critically think about an issue, it allows you to notice things that you hadn’t before, and it 
may reveal some undesirable elements both in the issue and in yourself.  Once you notice these 
undesirable elements, you can then start to take action to improve them, and that’s what I’m 
trying to do - give you the tools to better understand the world around and inside of you so you 
can make a more educated decision about what actions you should take.  
 
As you can see, this is the kind of wormhole I love getting into.  There is a lot more I wanted to 
say about this issue, and I probably will in the future, but I had to wrap it up before it became a 
small novel.  I hope you learned a little something today, maybe gained a new perspective on 
some of the issues presented here.  School is a few days away, and if you’re nervous about 
that, you’re not alone, I’m pretty nervous about it, too.  I hope everything goes well, especially 
since my husband is going to be a teacher starting this semester, and I want nothing short of the 
best for everyone I care about, which obviously includes everyone one of you guys.  If you need 
anyone to talk to about this, remember that we’re always here for you guys, reach out at any 
time and we’ll do whatever we can to help out, even if it’s just listening.  Anyway, I’ll talk to you 
again next week.  Take care! 


